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should we actually practice church discipline today is it unloving once an ordinary part of
church life churches gradually stopped practicing church discipline in the 20th century but jesus
commands it paul practiced it and churches benefit from it why practice church discipline it
shows love for the individual caught in sin love for the whole church love for non christian
neighbors and love for the glory of christ more and more church leaders pastors and members are
looking for guidance on how to practice church discipline in a biblical way here is a
contemporary and concise how to guide that provides a theological framework for understanding and
implementing disciplinary measures in the local church along with several examples of real life
situations drawing on both matthew 18 and 1 corinthians 5 this brief hardback helps leaders face
the endless variety of circumstances and sins for which no exact scriptural case study exists
sins which don t show up on any list and need a healthy framework to be corrected appropriately
in love this volume is part of the 9marks building healthy churches series look for upcoming
quick read formats of the following marks of a healthy church expositional preaching biblical
theology the gospel conversion evangelism church membership discipleship and growth and church
leadership this is a handbook for pastors elders and all christians who want to see how scripture
presents the process of discipline that should operate in the christian community it was written
in response to the various concerns that threaten to tear apart marriages families friendships
and congregations concerns that call for a biblical approach to discipline that can heal
fractures restore right relationship and ensure the health of the church developed around the
five corrective steps found especially in matthew 18 15 17 this book helps church leaders deal
with the sorts of problems that require the church s disciplinary response charting a course that
combines discernment with appropriate action this simple readable handbook can have a profound
effect on the community of believers fears of disunity conflict and even legal problems have
caused many church leaders to avoid confronting christians who are living in sin challenging the
church s reluctance dr laney provides a biblical practical and loving handbook for pastors and
lay leaders alike on church discipline a brief synopsis of church discipline and its practical
application in today s contemporary world with biblical illustrations outlining the disciplinary
approach to secret sin open sin and false prophets in the church in an age where church
discipline has fallen out of favor in the context of many churches eric bargerhuff calls the
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church to a deeper understanding of its nature and purpose as an expression of god s fatherly
love towards his people as a biblically mandated activity instituted by christ himself in matthew
18 church discipline is an essential practice of any faithful church that is committed to sharing
the gospel and making disciples tackling some of the false notions and assumptions surrounding
church discipline bargerhuff sets forth a historical biblical theological and practical position
that centers its identity and purpose on a proper understanding of the cross of christ since the
punitive wrath of god was poured out for sin on the cross of jesus christ a penal substitutionary
atonement it is therefore necessary to reject the notion that church discipline is punishment but
rather it should be seen as god s hand of forgiveness and grace extended for the purpose of
restoring reconciling and rescuing one of his own a sheep that has gone astray it is to be
regarded as god s love in the actions of a forgiven and forgiving community in an age of
tolerance and moral laxity the implementation of church discipline is often looked upon with
disdain fear or incredulousness however there is clear biblical precedent for the practice of
discipline within a local church context while many are aware of several passages in scripture
that speak to this reality in this work jeremy kimble calls readers to observe clear biblical
mandates historic precedent as well as theological and practical implications for the practice of
church discipline seeking to venture past the pragmatic discussions surrounding church discipline
kimble articulates for his readers a lucid theological presentation of this topic he argues that
discipline serves as a warning of potential end time judgment as such discipline also serves as a
means to the sinner s repentance and the perseverance of the saints within that local church this
theological understanding of discipline calls pastors and congregations to faithfulness there is
a seriousness to church discipline that cannot be ignored and likewise discipline must also be
viewed as a mercy knowing it is a means to repentance and enduring in one s faith walking
together a congregational reflection on biblical church discipline is a study of the biblical
concept of church discipline it seeks to show that church discipline rightly understood is a
ministry of mercy and grace that will bless churches that return to it walking together reveals
that church discipline was a ministry that was very important to earlier believers and that the
modern church has abandoned it to her own detriment it is a clarion call for individuals and
churches to come back to this vital but long neglected aspect of congregational and personal life
by doing so churches can be healed and interpersonal relationships can be restored mention church
discipline and people often react in discomfort but did you know that jesus made discipline a
test of whether a church meets his approval revelation 2 3 in the scandal of undisciplined
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disciples james durham helps us to understand the matter by defining the nature of discipline and
explaining when it is necessary he identifies practical issues related to administering church
discipline and shows how we can know when a case has been satisfactorily resolved he also
explains why simply leaving a church fails to address the issue and even provides practical
advice for unfortunate instances when discipline is defective now presented in modern english
durham s classic treatment on the importance of church discipline can be used to edify a new
generation table of contents 1 why does church discipline matter 2 when is church discipline
necessary 3 how should church courts handle disciplinary cases 4 when has a discipline case been
satisfactorily resolved 5 what practical issues arise in administering church discipline 6 why
does separation from a church fail to address the issue 7 what should church members do when
discipline is defective the cruelest thing we can do is to let people remain in their sin when
there is liberty to be lived ronnie w rogers pastor ronnie rogers superb volume on disciplinehas
provided the most detailed study that to my knowledge has been written in recent years dr paige
patterson president of southwestern seminary writing as a biblical theologian ronnie
rogersestablishes the foundation for church discipline but ronnie writes also as an experienced
pastor who has worked out the biblical teaching on church discipline in real life dr c richard
wells distinguished professor of pastoral theology the criswell college senior pastor south
canyon baptist church rapid city sd its hypocrisy for a local church to claim to believe the
bible and then willingly ignore the bibles teaching on church discipline its refreshing to see a
local church pastor like ronnie rogers cry out so clearly against the apathy and disobedience
that prevails in most churches on this issue dr donald s whitney associate professor of spiritual
formation midwestern baptist theological seminary walking together a congregational reflection on
biblical church discipline is a study of the biblical concept of church discipline it seeks to
show that church discipline rightly understood is a ministry of mercy and grace that will bless
churches that return to it walking together reveals that church discipline was a ministry that
was very important to earlier believers and that the modern church has abandoned it to her own
detriment it is a clarion call for individuals and churches to come back to this vital but long
neglected aspect of congregational and personal life by doing so churches can be healed and
interpersonal relationships can be restored have confidence in your leaders and submit to their
authority because they keep watch over you as those who must give an account hebrews 13 17a there
is a surprising even dangerous gap in the literature on the church in the areas of church
membership and church discipline the former sets the boundaries of a leader s responsibility and
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discipline is the last option of a church when members will no longer live in fellowship with
their brothers and sisters in the lord and accept the guidance of their leaders and so this book
is written first to church leaders offering guidance on how they should receive and minister to
those for whom they will have to give an account according to scripture but under the view of the
church upheld in these chapters the receiving of members and discipline of members are both acts
of the greater church body and thus all members of the church share in the accountability for
each other consequently those who must give an account will be of interest to all believers among
this volume s nine notable contributors are mark e dever the practical issues of church
membership thomas r schreiner the biblical basis for church discipline and bruce riley ashford
and danny akin the church as god s missional people are you your brother s keeper in this work
originally titled church reformation promoted cawdrey deals with matthew 18 15 17 if your brother
trespasses against thee etc demonstrating the need and necessity of church discipline and the
importance of it he shows that church discipline is both corrective and preventive he also
demonstrates that discipline furthers true biblical reformation in the christian s personal life
in his family life and in the life of the church this is a scholarly and biblically faithful work
that is a must read for today s contemporary church and for every elder that oversees god s flock
this is not a facsimile or scanned document it is newly typeset with an active table of contents
for electronic versions this book seeks to recover the new testament ideal of church discipline
and to construct a holistic model for the church in asia the church has wrestled with the issue
of discipline ever since her inception many of pauls letters addressed the problems that had
arisen in the communities that he had established the thrust of church discipline in the new
testament was the formation of christian character through the word of god worked out in the
process of discipleship through teaching edification admonition as well as banishing serious sin
from the community the ideal of church discipline in the new testament is both preventive
discipline and punitive discipline as the church became more institutionalized there was a
paradigm shift in the process of discipline the new testament ideal of discipline as a character
formation was shifted to regulatory ordinances this led to the development of a strict and
regimented christianity since then church discipline had taken on a penitential and punitive
direction the book seeks to study pauls management of the disciplinary problems in 1 corinthians
and then to construct a holistic model of church discipline for an asian context what is church
discipline and how can it be put into practice many new believers have questions about what it
means to live as a christian in the context of a local church and pastors are looking for
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resources to pass along to their congregations to help them think biblically about the christian
life church questions is a series by 9marks that seeks to provide christians with sound and
accessible biblical teaching by answering common questions about church life each booklet offers
biblical answers and practical applications with the goal of nurturing healthy church practice
and commitment in this concise booklet jonathan leeman presents succinct biblical answers to
various questions posited about the nature and application of church discipline conveying that
scripture presents church discipline as both loving and necessary for yielding life health
holiness and growth in the local church body is church discipline really necessary one sixteenth
century anabaptist reformer certainly thought so a contemporary of luther and zwingli balthasar
hubmaier believed that church discipline was so important that he included the doctrine in every
major area of his theology not only did church discipline appear in his doctrine of humanity
salvation and the church as a theoretical construct but he also included practical instructions
regarding its implementation in the life of the church in this book goncharenko examines hubmaier
s teaching on discipline and considers its relevance to the church today addresses forty of the
most common and thorny questions about church life does church membership mean more than simply
joining a social group does the church have a responsibility to discipline its members and if so
what does that look like recognizing the many puzzling questions about the critical role of the
church in the life of believers jeremy kimble addresses forty key points each section considers
questions of theology ministry and practicality such as is there a new testament precedent for
membership how does membership relate to baptism and communion who should become a member how is
discipline related to discipleship should a believer associate with someone under church
discipline like the other volumes in the 40 questions answers series this book raises and clearly
answers the most common and difficult questions that church leaders and members have with
succinct chapters this is an eminently practical resource for any church leader elder board or
new member seeking a foundational understanding of how the church should function church
discipline is not a popular concept no doubt we have all heard stories of church leaders abusing
their authority and exercising heavy shepherding that said in most local churches church
discipline is either practised somewhat arbitrarily or completely ignored this short study seeks
to clarify exactly what church discipline is including looking at its principles purpose and
process the topic of church discipline has had an odd history in christian circles at one time it
was considered an identifying mark of the church but in modern times it has fallen into disrepute
and suffers general negligence in this book tommy south seeks to reverse that trend by offering a
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biblical and theological exposition of the practice of early christian discipline and showing how
it can and ought to be utilized by churches today south s earlier work on this topic that we may
share his holiness a fresh approach to church discipline bible guides 1997 was the only book at
the time which offered a close examination of all the biblical texts which teach corrective
church discipline thoroughly re written expanded and re titled it remains the most comprehensive
study of this subject currently available the challenge of church discipline today explores the
difficulties that pastors and leaders face today in implementing formative and corrective church
discipline this book is an exhortation to the church to protect the sanctity of the church and
defend the lord s good name as well as containing biblically sound practical advice for various
circumstances contributors include bill randles j jacob prasch david nathan lee wardle david
royle jackie alnor nick peters and bill muehlenberg
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Understanding Church Discipline 2016-06-01
should we actually practice church discipline today is it unloving once an ordinary part of
church life churches gradually stopped practicing church discipline in the 20th century but jesus
commands it paul practiced it and churches benefit from it why practice church discipline it
shows love for the individual caught in sin love for the whole church love for non christian
neighbors and love for the glory of christ

Church Discipline 2012-04-30
more and more church leaders pastors and members are looking for guidance on how to practice
church discipline in a biblical way here is a contemporary and concise how to guide that provides
a theological framework for understanding and implementing disciplinary measures in the local
church along with several examples of real life situations drawing on both matthew 18 and 1
corinthians 5 this brief hardback helps leaders face the endless variety of circumstances and
sins for which no exact scriptural case study exists sins which don t show up on any list and
need a healthy framework to be corrected appropriately in love this volume is part of the 9marks
building healthy churches series look for upcoming quick read formats of the following marks of a
healthy church expositional preaching biblical theology the gospel conversion evangelism church
membership discipleship and growth and church leadership

Handbook of Church Discipline 2016-10-11
this is a handbook for pastors elders and all christians who want to see how scripture presents
the process of discipline that should operate in the christian community it was written in
response to the various concerns that threaten to tear apart marriages families friendships and
congregations concerns that call for a biblical approach to discipline that can heal fractures
restore right relationship and ensure the health of the church developed around the five
corrective steps found especially in matthew 18 15 17 this book helps church leaders deal with
the sorts of problems that require the church s disciplinary response charting a course that
combines discernment with appropriate action this simple readable handbook can have a profound
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effect on the community of believers

A Guide to Church Discipline 2010-03-01
fears of disunity conflict and even legal problems have caused many church leaders to avoid
confronting christians who are living in sin challenging the church s reluctance dr laney
provides a biblical practical and loving handbook for pastors and lay leaders alike on church
discipline

Church Discipline - a Neglected Necessity 2012-09-19
a brief synopsis of church discipline and its practical application in today s contemporary world
with biblical illustrations outlining the disciplinary approach to secret sin open sin and false
prophets in the church

Love that Rescues 2010-02-01
in an age where church discipline has fallen out of favor in the context of many churches eric
bargerhuff calls the church to a deeper understanding of its nature and purpose as an expression
of god s fatherly love towards his people as a biblically mandated activity instituted by christ
himself in matthew 18 church discipline is an essential practice of any faithful church that is
committed to sharing the gospel and making disciples tackling some of the false notions and
assumptions surrounding church discipline bargerhuff sets forth a historical biblical theological
and practical position that centers its identity and purpose on a proper understanding of the
cross of christ since the punitive wrath of god was poured out for sin on the cross of jesus
christ a penal substitutionary atonement it is therefore necessary to reject the notion that
church discipline is punishment but rather it should be seen as god s hand of forgiveness and
grace extended for the purpose of restoring reconciling and rescuing one of his own a sheep that
has gone astray it is to be regarded as god s love in the actions of a forgiven and forgiving
community
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That His Spirit May Be Saved 2013-12-10
in an age of tolerance and moral laxity the implementation of church discipline is often looked
upon with disdain fear or incredulousness however there is clear biblical precedent for the
practice of discipline within a local church context while many are aware of several passages in
scripture that speak to this reality in this work jeremy kimble calls readers to observe clear
biblical mandates historic precedent as well as theological and practical implications for the
practice of church discipline seeking to venture past the pragmatic discussions surrounding
church discipline kimble articulates for his readers a lucid theological presentation of this
topic he argues that discipline serves as a warning of potential end time judgment as such
discipline also serves as a means to the sinner s repentance and the perseverance of the saints
within that local church this theological understanding of discipline calls pastors and
congregations to faithfulness there is a seriousness to church discipline that cannot be ignored
and likewise discipline must also be viewed as a mercy knowing it is a means to repentance and
enduring in one s faith

On Church Discipline, and on the Office of Deacon 1863
walking together a congregational reflection on biblical church discipline is a study of the
biblical concept of church discipline it seeks to show that church discipline rightly understood
is a ministry of mercy and grace that will bless churches that return to it walking together
reveals that church discipline was a ministry that was very important to earlier believers and
that the modern church has abandoned it to her own detriment it is a clarion call for individuals
and churches to come back to this vital but long neglected aspect of congregational and personal
life by doing so churches can be healed and interpersonal relationships can be restored

Church Discipline 1844
mention church discipline and people often react in discomfort but did you know that jesus made
discipline a test of whether a church meets his approval revelation 2 3 in the scandal of
undisciplined disciples james durham helps us to understand the matter by defining the nature of
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discipline and explaining when it is necessary he identifies practical issues related to
administering church discipline and shows how we can know when a case has been satisfactorily
resolved he also explains why simply leaving a church fails to address the issue and even
provides practical advice for unfortunate instances when discipline is defective now presented in
modern english durham s classic treatment on the importance of church discipline can be used to
edify a new generation table of contents 1 why does church discipline matter 2 when is church
discipline necessary 3 how should church courts handle disciplinary cases 4 when has a discipline
case been satisfactorily resolved 5 what practical issues arise in administering church
discipline 6 why does separation from a church fail to address the issue 7 what should church
members do when discipline is defective

Walking Together 2007-01-01
the cruelest thing we can do is to let people remain in their sin when there is liberty to be
lived ronnie w rogers pastor ronnie rogers superb volume on disciplinehas provided the most
detailed study that to my knowledge has been written in recent years dr paige patterson president
of southwestern seminary writing as a biblical theologian ronnie rogersestablishes the foundation
for church discipline but ronnie writes also as an experienced pastor who has worked out the
biblical teaching on church discipline in real life dr c richard wells distinguished professor of
pastoral theology the criswell college senior pastor south canyon baptist church rapid city sd
its hypocrisy for a local church to claim to believe the bible and then willingly ignore the
bibles teaching on church discipline its refreshing to see a local church pastor like ronnie
rogers cry out so clearly against the apathy and disobedience that prevails in most churches on
this issue dr donald s whitney associate professor of spiritual formation midwestern baptist
theological seminary

The Scandal of Undisciplined Disciples 2022-12-30
walking together a congregational reflection on biblical church discipline is a study of the
biblical concept of church discipline it seeks to show that church discipline rightly understood
is a ministry of mercy and grace that will bless churches that return to it walking together
reveals that church discipline was a ministry that was very important to earlier believers and
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that the modern church has abandoned it to her own detriment it is a clarion call for individuals
and churches to come back to this vital but long neglected aspect of congregational and personal
life by doing so churches can be healed and interpersonal relationships can be restored

Undermining the Gospel 2015-09-02
have confidence in your leaders and submit to their authority because they keep watch over you as
those who must give an account hebrews 13 17a there is a surprising even dangerous gap in the
literature on the church in the areas of church membership and church discipline the former sets
the boundaries of a leader s responsibility and discipline is the last option of a church when
members will no longer live in fellowship with their brothers and sisters in the lord and accept
the guidance of their leaders and so this book is written first to church leaders offering
guidance on how they should receive and minister to those for whom they will have to give an
account according to scripture but under the view of the church upheld in these chapters the
receiving of members and discipline of members are both acts of the greater church body and thus
all members of the church share in the accountability for each other consequently those who must
give an account will be of interest to all believers among this volume s nine notable
contributors are mark e dever the practical issues of church membership thomas r schreiner the
biblical basis for church discipline and bruce riley ashford and danny akin the church as god s
missional people

Walking Together, Leader's Guide 2007-03-01
are you your brother s keeper in this work originally titled church reformation promoted cawdrey
deals with matthew 18 15 17 if your brother trespasses against thee etc demonstrating the need
and necessity of church discipline and the importance of it he shows that church discipline is
both corrective and preventive he also demonstrates that discipline furthers true biblical
reformation in the christian s personal life in his family life and in the life of the church
this is a scholarly and biblically faithful work that is a must read for today s contemporary
church and for every elder that oversees god s flock this is not a facsimile or scanned document
it is newly typeset with an active table of contents for electronic versions
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Manual of Church Discipline ... 1844
this book seeks to recover the new testament ideal of church discipline and to construct a
holistic model for the church in asia the church has wrestled with the issue of discipline ever
since her inception many of pauls letters addressed the problems that had arisen in the
communities that he had established the thrust of church discipline in the new testament was the
formation of christian character through the word of god worked out in the process of
discipleship through teaching edification admonition as well as banishing serious sin from the
community the ideal of church discipline in the new testament is both preventive discipline and
punitive discipline as the church became more institutionalized there was a paradigm shift in the
process of discipline the new testament ideal of discipline as a character formation was shifted
to regulatory ordinances this led to the development of a strict and regimented christianity
since then church discipline had taken on a penitential and punitive direction the book seeks to
study pauls management of the disciplinary problems in 1 corinthians and then to construct a
holistic model of church discipline for an asian context

Church Discipline 1863
what is church discipline and how can it be put into practice

Corrective Church Discipline 1912
many new believers have questions about what it means to live as a christian in the context of a
local church and pastors are looking for resources to pass along to their congregations to help
them think biblically about the christian life church questions is a series by 9marks that seeks
to provide christians with sound and accessible biblical teaching by answering common questions
about church life each booklet offers biblical answers and practical applications with the goal
of nurturing healthy church practice and commitment in this concise booklet jonathan leeman
presents succinct biblical answers to various questions posited about the nature and application
of church discipline conveying that scripture presents church discipline as both loving and
necessary for yielding life health holiness and growth in the local church body
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Those Who Must Give an Account 2012-03-01
is church discipline really necessary one sixteenth century anabaptist reformer certainly thought
so a contemporary of luther and zwingli balthasar hubmaier believed that church discipline was so
important that he included the doctrine in every major area of his theology not only did church
discipline appear in his doctrine of humanity salvation and the church as a theoretical construct
but he also included practical instructions regarding its implementation in the life of the
church in this book goncharenko examines hubmaier s teaching on discipline and considers its
relevance to the church today

A Discourse on Church Discipline and Reformation 2012-07-15
addresses forty of the most common and thorny questions about church life does church membership
mean more than simply joining a social group does the church have a responsibility to discipline
its members and if so what does that look like recognizing the many puzzling questions about the
critical role of the church in the life of believers jeremy kimble addresses forty key points
each section considers questions of theology ministry and practicality such as is there a new
testament precedent for membership how does membership relate to baptism and communion who should
become a member how is discipline related to discipleship should a believer associate with
someone under church discipline like the other volumes in the 40 questions answers series this
book raises and clearly answers the most common and difficult questions that church leaders and
members have with succinct chapters this is an eminently practical resource for any church leader
elder board or new member seeking a foundational understanding of how the church should function

Strategies in Church Discipline from 1 Corinthians 2016-08-11
church discipline is not a popular concept no doubt we have all heard stories of church leaders
abusing their authority and exercising heavy shepherding that said in most local churches church
discipline is either practised somewhat arbitrarily or completely ignored this short study seeks
to clarify exactly what church discipline is including looking at its principles purpose and
process
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Baptist Church Discipline. Revised Edition 2004
the topic of church discipline has had an odd history in christian circles at one time it was
considered an identifying mark of the church but in modern times it has fallen into disrepute and
suffers general negligence in this book tommy south seeks to reverse that trend by offering a
biblical and theological exposition of the practice of early christian discipline and showing how
it can and ought to be utilized by churches today south s earlier work on this topic that we may
share his holiness a fresh approach to church discipline bible guides 1997 was the only book at
the time which offered a close examination of all the biblical texts which teach corrective
church discipline thoroughly re written expanded and re titled it remains the most comprehensive
study of this subject currently available

Biblical Church Discipline 1978-01-01
the challenge of church discipline today explores the difficulties that pastors and leaders face
today in implementing formative and corrective church discipline this book is an exhortation to
the church to protect the sanctity of the church and defend the lord s good name as well as
containing biblically sound practical advice for various circumstances contributors include bill
randles j jacob prasch david nathan lee wardle david royle jackie alnor nick peters and bill
muehlenberg

A Survey of the Summe of Church-discipline 1648

Is It Loving to Practice Church Discipline? 2020-09-24

The Cambridge Platform of Church Discipline 1850
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A Treatise on Church Discipline 1824

Wounds That Heal 2011-12-16

The Increase of Immorality and the Abeyance of Church Discipline
1883

Church Courts and Church Discipline 1843

Report on Congregationalism 1846

40 Questions About Church Membership and Discipline 2017-05-24

Church Discipline 1903

The Cambridge Platform of Church Discipline 1855

Two Letters, Containing 1736
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Church Discipline: An Exposition of the Scripture Doctrine of
Church Order and Government 2023-07-18

About Church Discipline 2014-09-23

Church Discipline 2015-01-11

Report on Congregationalism 1846

Of Church Discipline 1832

The Cambridge and Saybrook Platforms of Church Discipline 1829

The Challenge of Church Discipline Today 2016-02-13
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